North Alabama Bone and Joint Clinic
Rehabilitation Clinic Intern

Supervisor and Contact Information:
Dr. Mike Holoway, Head Physical Therapist
North Alabama Bone and Joint Clinic
2129 Helton Drive
Florence, Alabama 35630
(256) 718-3200

Dates of Internship Experience:
Flexible - Fall, Spring, and Summer

Description of Duties:
Work in the physical therapy department to:

  o Help assist with rehab exercises
  o Help hook and unhook patients to vasoconstriction machines, electrical
    stimulation machines, and assist with ultrasound machine.
  o Help provide ice packs and heat packs to patients.
  o Help clean, organize, and use equipment around facility.

General Hours of Work for Internship:
Flexible - Patients may come in at different times and different days, while others may
come on the same days and times every week so having a set schedule or a varying
work schedule will not necessarily be better or worse. If a student wants to follow and
see the recovery process of a particular patient they must see and follow the patients
scheduled appointments.

Compensation:
No hourly wage. Physical Therapy Tech positions do become available but openings
are rare and competitive because many students are searching and requesting these
positions.